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Roundtable 1 

 

Franz Adlgasser, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Institute for Habsburg and Balkan Studies 

 

Old and New Parliamentary Elites. Educational, Professional and Social Profiles of the Members of the 

Austrian Parliament, 1861–1918 

 

The Austrian, or Cisleithanian Central Parliament in Vienna experienced a significant change both in size and 

in the make-up of its members during the second half of the 19th and the early 20th centuries. Starting as a 200-

member body elected indirectly by the regional diets through a very restricted franchise, it ended as an entity 

of more than 500 representatives selected through universal and equal male suffrage. These changes did not 

just increase the absolute numbers of parliamentarians, they also caused and went along with major changes 

in the educational, professional and social outline of this central political elite of the old Austria. The paper 

tries to identify these changes through a collective biographical profile of the members of parliament and 

connect them to possible causes like franchise reforms, emergence and evolution of a political party system 

on local, regional and national levels, or socio-economic developments on different layers (center-periphery, 

economic stagnation, crisis and boom). The parliament and its members should be seen as a living 

conglomerate of politicians from many, but definitely not all strata of society. In the end, the paper aims to 

reveal the Viennese parliament as a vivid and ever-changing body integrated into the ever changing world of 

the late Habsburg Monarchy. 

 

 

Ovidiu Iudean, Babeș-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Centre for Population Studies / Masaryk Institute and 

Archives of the Czech Academy of Sciences 

 

Two Pathways to Power: A Comparative View of Nationalities’ Governmental Parliamentary Representatives 

in Nineteenth-Century Transylvania 

 

The present study explores two alternative pathways to what was arguably the peak of political power for non-

Hungarian nationalities in Transylvania during Dualism, namely the accession to a deputy’s seat in the 

Budapest Parliament. Predicated on the notion that the recruitment of governmental candidates within the 

ranks of the nationalities constituted a particular strand of elite-building, the study examines the criteria 

according to which the future governmental parliamentary elite was constructed, in the case of the Romanians 

and Transylvanian Saxons. It engages with the idea of social mobility within the elite, which implied a 

transition from local ascendance to the pinnacle of representative power. It achieves this goal by focusing on 

two exemplary case studies of individuals who followed two particular but convergent pathways to power, 

drawn from areas with different political and social traditions. It firstly traces the two future parliamentary 

representatives’ career pathways, their kinship strategies, and their entry and rise within local-level networks, 

emphasizing how these factors worked together to ensure their electoral success. It also discusses their 

professional trajectories once they had entered the parliamentary ring, and their role in perpetuating the 

networks that had led to their ascension. Secondly, the study re-integrates these two pathways to political 

power into the broader narrative of social mobility engendered within nationalities’ ranks by the Hungarian 

governmental party’s political strategies. Finally, it attempts to problematize to what extent the political 

ascension of governmental representatives in nineteenth-century Transylvania involved social mobility, 

inquiring into the role of local-level circumstances and political traditions in this wide-ranging process. 
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Cosmin-Ștefan Dogaru, University of Bucharest, Faculty of Political Science 

 

The National Liberal Club and Conservative Club. Political Recruitment and Elite Formation in Romania 

(1875–1914) 

 

Towards the end of the 19th century, Romania experienced major transformations on various directions 

including architecture, culture, economy, politics etcetera. Moreover, in that period, modern political parties 

were created. Hence, at that point, the National-Liberal Party was officially established on the 24th of May 

1875, and the Conservative Party on the 3rd of February 1880. The monarch, namely Charles I (Carol of 

Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, of German origin) played an important role in the political regime due to its 

constitutional attributes, especially in the designation of the Prime Minister. Our paper wises to examine to 

what extent the National-Liberal Club (linked to the liberal party) and the Conservative Club (attached to the 

conservative party) were seen as places of political recruitment where members of the old elites and the new 

emerging elites alike, interact and get together for political and social purposes. We are examining similarities 

and differences depicting aspects related to social mobility, electoral campaigns, internal strives, elite 

formation and recruitment within the two major political clubs. The investigation of particular preeminent 

leaders is necessary as well, be them liberals (Nicolae Ionescu, Mihail Pherekyde, Eugeniu Stătescu, Vasile 

Lascăr etcetera), be conservatives (Alexandru Lahovari, Nicolae Filipescu, Titu Maiorescu, Alexandru 

Marghiloman and so forth). The Romanian political regime encouraged a two-party system inspired by the 

British model centered on a census suffrage, yet after World War I the male universal vote was established. 

The Conservative Party was a ‘party of notables’ as well as the National-Liberal Party even though the latter 

was more opened as regards the party recruitment and more disciplined. The leading aristocratic families 

dominated nonetheless the political arena, yet new emerging elites step by step manage to climb the social 

and political ladder and attain important positions in the state. Consequently, we made use of important 

primary sources, from correspondence, political discourses up to press etc. 

 

 

Igor Vranić, Zagreb University Archives, Leo Marić, Independent researcher 

 

Metamorphosis of Parliamentarian Elites in Croatia, 1911 – 1925 

 

The Majority of Croatian political parties disappeared from the political scene after 1918 and the collapse of 

the Habsburg Monarchy, whilst former minor parties, such as populist Croatian Peasant Party, secured the 

central place in the national politics. Croatian political arena experienced a great transformation in the 

aftermath of the First World War as a consequence of changed political framework and the introduction of the 

universal manhood suffrage. At the same time, a significant number of members of the old political elite joined 

pan-Yugoslav parties, creating a new counter-elite in Croatia. 

 By analyzing Croatian parliamentary elite in two parliamentary cadences of the Sabor of Kingdom of 

Croatia and Slavonia (1911–1913 and 1913–1918), and in two parliamentary cadences of the National 

Assembly of Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (1920–1923 and 1923–1925), our aim is to explain 

changes in the socio-political role of the parliament from the place of the elite deliberation to the arena for 

political conflicts in the era of mass politics. Finally, based on comparison of social background of 

representatives, we want to show how political elite transformed from intellectuals, higher bureaucracy and 

nobility from the Habsburg times to elites which used their political power in order to increase material income 

during the Yugoslav times. 
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Stjepan Matkovic, Croatian Institute of History in Zagreb 

 

How Modernization Process regrouped Croatian Parliamentary Politics at the turn of the 20th century 

 

Previous generations of Croatian historians have written rich literature on the relevant political parties during 

the Habsburg Monarchy and their contribution to national history, focusing primarily on ideological issues. 

Unlike certain European historiographies that have already explored various aspects of their parliamentary 

life, Croatian historians have selectively approached parliamentary history. At the turn of the century, 

parliamentary life confirmed the modernization of society. The composition of the Croatian Diet has laid more 

stress on elected representatives before the appointed members (Virilists). This paper will show how the 

parliamentary elections for the Croatian Diet influenced the formation of new political parties and mobilized 

public opinion. It will also examine government manipulation through constituency boundaries to diminish 

the voting power of the opposing party. The unstoppable change of political power directly affected the 

political landscape, paving the way for a new type of elite. The national question became a very important 

topic, bringing together different factors on an ethnic basis. At the same time, the economic transition proved 

the social stratification of the population that affected the existing political system. The paper seeks to fill the 

mentioned gap in research, reconstruct the inner-party structures, and analyze its leadership. The topic of this 

paper also includes two cases of territorial units within the Dual Monarchy with a majority of Croats. The 

examples of the Kingdom of Croatia-Slavonia, associated with the lands of the crown of St. Stephen under 

the Hungarian halves of Monarchy, and Istria as an integral part of Austria presented both how members of 

parliamentary elites cooperated despite different electoral laws. In this way, the author argues that the various 

groups and clubs were interconnected. They established political missions based on the integral idea of the 

modern nation and the perspective of parliamentary affairs as a pillar of constitutionalism. 

 

 

Tomáš Masař, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Arts, Institute of Global History 

 

From the Diet of four estates to the parliament based on universal and equal suffrage, The parliamentary 

reform in Finland (1906) and its reflections in Czech lands 

 

When the Grand Duchy of Finland was incorporated in the Russian empire in 1809, emperor Alexander I. 

promised to keep all the Finnish laws and rights. One of them was to also maintain the Diet of four estates, 

which was based on laws published by Swedish king Gustavus III. in the year 1772. The Finnish Diet played 

important role in the political system of the Grand Duchy almost another century until it was replaced by a 

new parliament, based on universal and equal suffrage. 

 For the most of the 19th century the political life in Finland was controlled by Swedish speaking elites, 

who kept their dominant position from the Swedish period. In the late second half of the century, new Finnish 

speaking elites started to fight not only for the national emancipation, but also for control of political 

institutions as the Senate or the Diet. The turn of the 19th and 20th centuries brought completely new political 

parties like Social Democrats, or Agrarians in the political competition, who represented previously neglected 

lower strata from industrial suburbs and countryside. The new parliamentary reform gave those new parties 

opportunity to redraw the political map of Finland. 

 As the situation of Finland was very similar to Czech conditions, there was a great interest among 

Czech politicians and journalists in the Finnish course of events. We can observe a great number of articles in 

prominent Czech periodicals commenting on the political situation and elections in Finland during the period 

of 1899–1917. Heated discussions as well as panegyric articles can indicate on which side the sympathy of 

writers of Czechs periodicals laid. 
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Roundtable 2 

 

Therese Garstenauer, University of Vienna, Department of Economic and Social History 

 

Careers in times of political change: Analysing biographical data of Austrian high officials (1918–1945) 

 

When it comes to analysing Austrian administrative elites it is obvious to look at the heads of departments in 

ministries (“Sektionschefs”), the most senior civil servants in public administration. In my contribution, I 

analyse the impact of a number of major political changes from the end of the Habsburg monarchy to the end 

of the National-Socialist regime on this group. Using biographical data of all heads of departments who were 

on active service in the period from 1918 to 1945, I will outline a collective biography of this professional 

group. I will provide a fresh look at data collected and published over 20 years ago in a book called “Servants 

of many masters” by analysing them with multivariate statistical techniques. This will allow for a 

comprehensive perspective on the elite of Austrian civil servants, synchronically as well as diachronically. 

Apart from professional skills and education, national, religious, ‘racial’ and political criteria were crucial for 

someone’s eligibility for the highest position in state administration. In addition to the prosopographical 

approach, typical and exceptional individual cases shall be discussed. Thus, it will become clear that on the 

one hand, in times of regime changes there can be clear deviations from a regular career as traditionally 

associated with civil service. On the other, it is striking to see how much continuity of elite personnel can be 

observed. 

 

 

Katya Vladimirov, Kennesaw State University, GA, USA, The Department of History and Philosophy 

 

We, the People: Profiling Soviet Elites from 1917 to 1940 

 

The paper is a study of the Soviet party élites, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union (CC CPSU), by profiling the anatomy of historical generations that embodied it in the period of 1900s-

1940s.  It is a part of a larger project based on the statistical analysis of the upper echelon of the Soviet elites 

from 1900 to 1990. The study specifically addresses the generational aspects and conflicts between several 

generations in power. The history of any complex living system did not move in a straight line but was imbued 

with oscillation, curves, and shifts. These tide-like motions reflected the flows and ebbs of generations, each 

with a different peer personality and lifecycle story. The generational approach illuminates the history of elites 

and leads to many surprising discoveries. 
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Julia Bavouzet, Centre de Recherches Pluridisciplinaires Multilingues (CRPM) - Université Paris-Nanterre / 

Centre de Recherches Europes-Eurasie (CREE) - Inalco 

 

How to measure decline? Hungarian administrative elite and perceived downward social mobility (1867-

1918) 

 

Created after the 1867 Compromise, the Hungarian ministerial elite forms the core of a professional and 

efficient bureaucracy inherited from the prestigious royal councils dating from the Middle Age. However, 

deep changes that underwent in state administration during the second half of the 19th century affected the 

role, status and responsibilities of these spitzen Beamten, contributing to their perceived decline. Fist, growing 

differentiation between official elites (political, judicial and administrative) and massification of the state 

apparatus led to a depreciation of administrative careers that manifested in lower wages and loss of prestige. 

Second, with the development of a new expert-corps in more technical fields of the administration, a counter-

elite started to contest the monopoly of traditional law-trained Konzeptsbeamten from inside the bureaucracy. 

Finally, the general transformation of the Hungarian society provoked a reconfiguration among the different 

elite-groups that affected the self-representation but also the individual career-path of senior officials.  

In this contribution, I propose to address the issue of social mobility in the administrative elite from both an 

individual and a collective perspective. Indeed, declining social status and contested legitimacy led to 

collective defense of the profession, but also to individual response in terms of professional strategies and 

mobility manifested in earlier stages of the career or even during the academic formation. Keeping these two 

levels in mind, this communication will also propose a methodological reflection on comprehensive 

quantitative approaches, relying on a large prosopographical database encompassing all senior officials of the 

Hungarian ministries. By this, it aims at contributing to a better understanding of the social mobility of 

administrative elites and their inscription in other elite-fields. 

 

 

Judit Pál, Babeș-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of History and Philosophy / Masaryk Institute and 

Archives of The Czech Academy of Sciences 

 

Aristokratie und Politik: die siebenbürgische Aristokratie und ihre familiale Netzwerke 

 

Mein Vortrag konzentriert sich auf die Darstellung verschiedener Quellentypen, die zur Erstellung der 

Datenbank über die Familienbeziehungen der siebenbürgischen Parlamentarier vor 1918 und die 

hauptsächlichen Probleme, die mit diesen Quellen verbunden sind, wie Zugänglichkeit, unsichere oder 

unvollkommene Daten. Die Hauptquelle bilden die kirchlichen und staatlichen Register (in Ungarn wurden 

die Standesregister ab 1895 verpflichtend), nur gehören diese Matrikeln mehreren Konfessionen an, die 

Einträge sind uneinheitlich und möglicherweise fehlen Daten, manche Register haben sich nicht erhalten oder 

müssen in Archiven mehrerer Staaten gesucht werden. Andere zwei bedeutende Kategorien sind die 

Nekrologe, bzw. verschiedene genealogische Sammlungen und Adelalmanache. Die Bestandsaufnahme ist 

mit einer kurzen Forschungsgeschichte verbunden, die herausarbeitet, wie die Forscher der parlamentarischen 

Elite aus Ungarn die Quellen ausgewertet, bzw. verwendet haben.    
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Dobrinka Parusheva, University of Plovdiv / Institute of Balkan Studies – Sofia 

 

Paths of social mobility, or about the motivation of young people to pursue career at the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs in the turn-of-the-nineteenth-century Bulgaria 

 

“In 1894 I received circa 500 letters. The authors of almost all of them demanded posts and jobs…” This quote 

is from a letter of Grigor Nachovich, Bulgarian Minister of the Foreign Affairs at the time, to a friend. The 

politician points to the increasing number of office-seekers in the Principality of Bulgaria and refers to the 

unofficial way of seeking a job which he finds truly sad.   

There was, however, also an official path to apply for an administrative high position, either at the ministry 

offices in Sofia or at the diplomatic agencies abroad. The aim of the proposed paper is to shed light on the 

motivation of young people to seek a job at the Foreign Ministry at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. 

Such a job was considered prestigious and a possible way of social uplift. As a basis of analysis a new 

(unexplored by now) archival source will be used, namely a part of the archival fund of the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs (Central State Archives – Sofia, Fund 176, op. 18) which contains the application letters of many 

young people from the last decade of the 19th century up to the 1920s. Since the archival data cover a long 

period (and of substantial changes by that) it offers an opportunity for a detailed analysis of the motives 

described in the applications as well as for comparison between at least two (even three) generations 

depending on the contemporary context. 

 

 

Andrei Sora, University of Bucharest, Faculty of History 

 

How to keep the Prefecture in the family? Political, social and matrimonial strategies in Romania, 1866-1916. 

 

In Romania, in the second half of the 19th century, the dignity of county prefect was well-esteemed, and desired 

by members of the local elite. The model of the prefectural institution was France, therefore the prefect was 

an important agent of the centralized administration and the main power broker in relation to the government. 

Hence, at county level, the prefect, which was appointed by royal decree, enjoyed extended powers, authority 

and visibility both within the party structures and in society. In the majority of cases, the prefects were 

members of the most representative families at the regional and even national level; one can easily observe 

that, in each county, a large number of prefects came from only two or three families. In some cases, strategies 

were developed, aiming to keep the prefecture in the (extended) family even after the change of government. 

The first objective of this paper is to identify the relation between this easily empirically observable practice 

and the struggles of the noble families to maintain their influence by means of securing key administrative 

offices and in particular that of prefect. Thus, the question arises: was this practice generally spread and 

accepted, or was it rather a sign of privilege, even among local elites? The second objective, and the most 

important one, consists in measuring   the   amplitude   of   the   phenomenon   based   on   examples   and   

case   studies   and   by answering questions such as: can one talk about prefectural dynasties? What kind of 

kinship was more common, between a former and a new prefect? Were there regional differences in this 

regard? 
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Roundtable 3 

 

Karin Schneider, Archives of the Austrian Parliament 

 

Political careers as vehicle for social advancement 

 

In the 19th century social backgrounds of political actors in the Austrian Parliament were diverse. In this short-

presentation I will show, that political careers proved to be a probate vehicle for social advancement. I will 

focus on the CVs of two Clerical-Conservative/ Christian-Social politicians from Vorarlberg: Johann Kohler 

and Martin Thurnher. Both were born in poverty but were ambitious and tried to get a good education. Both 

became active in the clerical-conservative movement in the 1860th and married women who came from well-

off families. Both became members of the Diet of Vorarlberg and crowned their political careers with 

mandates in the Lower House of the Reichsrat.   

 Kohler and Thurnher are only two examples on how political change creates opportunities for social 

advancement. Their careers were enabled by a political turnaround in the Diet of Vorarlberg in 1870: The 

Liberal party lost their comfortable majority. The Clerical-Conservative movement won 15 of 20 seats. In the 

following years the Clerical-Conservatives/ Christian-Socialists could even increase their majority.   

 Kohler, Thurnher and other ambitious young men profited from this turnaround on a local level to start 

their parliamentary career. When Kohler and Thurnher died in 1916 and 1922, they were both members of the 

social and political elites of the Crownland Vorarlberg.  

 

 

Stefano Santoro, University of Trieste, Department of Humanities 

 

The public discourse of the Italian elites of Venezia Giulia from the Habsburg framework to fascism 

 

My paper will examine the public discourse elaborated by the Italian elites of Venezia Giulia from the 

Habsburg domination to the early years of the fascist regime, in order to highlight the importance played by 

the position of “periphery” of the upper Adriatic lands in the creation of a nationalism which was characterized 

mainly in an anti-Slavic sense. 

 The numerical growth of a Slavic bourgeoisie in the lands of Venezia Giulia (Slovenian, Croatian, but 

also Czech, linked to the world of finance), generated in the Italian elite, since the end of the 19th century, the 

fear of a Slavicisation, which had to be hindered in the name of the superior “Latinità” (Latinness) of the 

Italians. After WWI, the initiative of political and cultural exponents of the Italian elite, who very often saw 

in fascism the natural defender of the Italian interests that weak post-war liberal Italy was not able to guarantee, 

hinged again on the discourse of “Latinity” as a bulwark of Western civilization towards the threatening 

Balkans. 

 The main purpose of my paper will be to analyse the language used by the exponents of the Italian 

elite in an attempt to justify their hegemonic claims on the Upper Adriatic area, in order to grasp the continuity 

and mutations of Italian public discourse from the Habsburg to the Fascist era. 

The paper will refer to existing literature on the issue of Italian and specifically Venezia Giulia’s nationalism 

and will be based on the study of national and local publications of the time. 
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Ana Victoria Sima, Marius Eppel, Babeș-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Faculty of History and 

Philosophy / Masaryk Institute and Archive of the Czech Academy of Sciences 

 

Social Origin, Denominational and Family Networks among the Romanian Political Elite in Transylvania. 

Case Study: Greek-Catholic Politicians (1861-1918) 

 

This study analyses to what extent social origin, denominational and family networks influenced the rise and 

development of the Romanian political elite in Transylvania in the second half of the nineteenth century and 

at the beginning of the twentieth century. This analysis focuses on the Greek-Catholic laymen and clergymen 

who asserted themselves in the political life of Transylvania during the studied period. Starting from the 

unanimously accepted premise that clergymen were gradually replaced by secular politicians (laymen) on the 

political stage in the second half of the nineteenth century, we aim to achieve the following goals.  

First of all, we wish to identify the social strata of this political elite and the decisive role played by 

the socio-economic background in their advancement as individual actors or as members of a decision-making 

group.  Secondly, we intend to see to what extent belonging to a confession, in this case to the Greek-Catholic 

faith, was an incentive towards political cohesion in dualistic Hungary. Specifically, we will try to answer a 

few research questions such as: did confession still serve, in the second half of the nineteenth century, as an 

invisible bond among the Romanian political elite? Given the existing structures in the territory, at the level 

of the dioceses, vicariates and deaneries, could confession ensure a broader and more efficient electoral 

support compared to other voter activation mechanisms? 

Last but not least, we will attempt to capture the socio-confessional and family networks existing at 

the level of the Romanian political groups, their ramifications in the territory and their ability to support and 

influence the political leaders’ decisions.  

 

 

Sorin Radu, „Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu, Faculty of History and Heritage 

 

Between Revolutionary Socialism and Social-Democracy: the Formation and Mobility of Socialist Elites in 

Romania at the End of the 19th Century and the Beginning of the 20th Century 

 

The influence exercised by the socialist movement on the political life in Romania was relatively insignificant. 

Poorly represented in Parliament – mainly due to the system of representation that favored the wealthy – the 

Socialists did not succeed until the Great War, nor after, to influence too much the political and governmental 

activity. However, from a doctrinal point of view, socialist ideas will decisively influence the process of 

democratization of the political system and have played a crucial role in the social modernization since the 

end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. Especially after 1918, many of the social-

democratic programmatic principles would be found in the programs of important political parties. Moreover, 

the socialist elites had an essential role in organizing and developing the trade union movement in Romania.  

Social democracy represented, rightly so, from a theoretical point of view, the third way of evolution and 

modernization of Romania. 

The left elites were little researched, especially from the perspective of their intellectual formation, 

although for a long time historiography paid maximum attention to the socialist and communist movement. 

Even when they were studied, most of the scientific approaches were marked by the attempt to recover and 

place in a positive light the activity of some personalities, exaggerating their political importance. An in-depth 

analysis reveals that the socialist elites at the end of the 19th century come from different cultural and political 

backgrounds. Part of them were formed in the tsarist space and were marked by the ideas and the Russian  
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revolutionary spirit, while another part came from the petty and middle bourgeoisie and was educated in the 

West and shaped by the liberal democracy ideas. At the beginning of the 20th century, on the background of 

the disintegration of the Social-Democratic Party of Workers in Romania, the socialist elite reconfigured itself: 

one part chose to join the Liberal Party, and another part remained in expectation. The socialist movement 

would survive by promoting recruited leaders from the trade union movement, almost all of whom had labor 

origins. 

Our study aims to analyze the training laboratory of the socialist elites, their education and political 

mobility, in order to understand the particularities of the Romanian socialism and also the springs of the social 

promotion of those which from simple workers became important leaders of the socialist party. 

 

 

 

Roundtable 4 

 

Matthias Schögl, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and Cultural 

Heritage 

 

APIS+: Management of prosopographical data@ACDH-CH 

 

The Austrian Biographical Dictionary (ÖBL) was started in the 1950s and contains today more than 19.000 

biographical entries. The ÖBL started to adopt modern technologies in the early 2000s by introducing Gideon 

– a data management system used to manage the production process of the lexicon. With the rollout of Gideon 

the ÖBL went also online and is freely available via https://biographien.ac.at since 2007.  

 In 2015 the ACDH-CH (ACDH by then) was founded at the Austrian Academy of Sciences to foster 

Digital Humanities research at the Academy and in Austria. One of the first projects at the newly founded 

institute was the Austrian Prosopographical Information System (APIS). The ultimate goal of this project was 

to create structured data out of the biographies that could then be used to do research on migration patterns. 

To that end the APIS software was developed (the beta version of the final APIS project database is available 

here: https://apis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at).  

 During the development process we came to the conclusion that monolithic systems are hard to 

maintain and even harder to adapt for possible other use cases. We therefore decided to go for a modular 

system architecture. Following the SaaS (software as a service) model we deploy services for every clearly 

definable task and include these services via Rest APIs in the overall framework.  

 The presentation will show the main components of our framework for prosopographical research 

(APIS – the prosopographical database, HistoGIS – the GIS service, SpacyApps – the NLP pipeline, Omnipot 

– the RDF based Knowledge-base and ApisHUB – the social network visualization component) and discuss 

the advantages of such a modular approach as well as the shortcomings on the basis of two research endeavors: 

The movement of Tyrolean artists (based on the APIS/ÖBL data) and the history of the Austrian Academy of  

Sciences (ongoing research project that aims at creating a prosopography of all former and present members 

of the academy).  

Links: 

APIS: https://apis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at  

HistoGIS: https://histogis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at 

SpacyApps: https://spacyapp.acdh-dev.oeaw.ac.at/  

ApisHUB: https://apis-hub.acdh-dev.oeaw.ac.at/  

 

 

 

https://biographien.ac.at/
https://apis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/
https://apis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/
https://histogis.acdh.oeaw.ac.at/
https://spacyapp.acdh-dev.oeaw.ac.at/
https://apis-hub.acdh-dev.oeaw.ac.at/
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Kirill Nazarenko, Saint Petersburg State University, Institute of History, Department of source study on 

Russian history  

 

The database "Navy Officers" as a tool for biographical research of the ex-imperial Russian naval officers’ 

corps after 1917 

 

The naval officers of the Russian Empire (first of all, executive branch) were undoubtedly an elite community: 

they were few in number, they were closed to outsiders, they dominated the leadership of the Navy, exerting 

a certain influence on the external and (to a lesser extent) internal policy of the Empire. During the revolution 

of 1917 and the Civil war (1917-1921) they underwent transformation and split into several groups (The Reds, 

The Whites or served in newly-formed states). 

For the purpose of comprehensive study of this socio-professional group, in 2015, the creation of the 

database "Navy Officers" (NO) was launched, which is the first and the only project to date that combines 

biographical data of all officers of the Russian Navy during the First World War. As of to-day, the NO includes 

9902 personal pages (8830 officers and war-time officers, 343 temporary officers, 729 graduates, but never 

commissioned due to abolition of ranks in November 1917).  The most important thing is that the database 

allows to conduct research based on quantitative data. 

Using the NO in 2015-2018 was explored the changes in Naval officers’ corps during the First World 

War (1914-1917). Since 2019 work has been going on to study the transformation of the Russian naval officers 

as a group in 1917-1921, and this allows us to formulate several preliminary hypotheses: 1) There is 

approximately equal proportion in the number of the officers who served the Reds, the Whites and those who 

got out of participating in the Civil War; 2) The comparative leniency towards the ex-white naval officers who 

were captured by the Reds; 3) There was more likelihood of the Reds joining the Whites than vice versa; 4) 

Former officers held high positions in the Red Navy, despite the fact that they themselves or their closest 

relatives fought for the Whites; 5) Nearly all ex-imperial officers were forced out of commanding positions in 

the Red Navy into teaching or discharged in the early 1930s; 6) Joining the Communist Party was an extremely 

rare event; 7) A significant number of the former Navy officers lived in Leningrad in the early 1940s, and died 

during the Siege; 8) Only those who had been linked by birth to the newly-formed states (Baltic States, Finland 

and Poland) served in military service of these countries in 20-30s. 

 

 

Tana Dluhošová. Czech Academy of Sciences, Oriental Institute 

 

Taiwan Biographical Ontology (TBIO database) and the study of Taiwanese elite families 

 

The presentation will introduce the Taiwan Biographical Ontology (TBIO), a database developed with 

partners at the Oriental Institute (Czech Academy of Sciences). It stores biographical information about 

Taiwanese elites and those related to them and thus covering period from 1895 to 1950. It can be used for 

prosopographical studies of particular groups of people and for analysis of their life and career-path 

trajectories. Currently the database stores information about 30,372 people; 82,872 organizations; and about 

3,343 various positions within the organizations. The database is organized as a graph database, so it uses 

graph structures for semantic queries with nodes and properties (also known as triple) to represent and store 

data. It is openly accessible to registered users who can visualize basic data but also download data sets 

obtained from their own queries. The presentation will introduce the basic structure and functionalities of the 

database. 
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 As a case study, the presentation will introduce a case of big Taiwanese elite families and their sources 

of prestige. Following a Bordieuian approach, the article analyzes distinct elite groups and their engagement 

in multiple fields of activities, information about which is stored in TBIO. The analysis reveals the existence 

of characteristic combinations of capital—dubbed here portfolios of prestige—which allowed these families 

to gain and maintain their positions of influence. In combining Digital Humanities methods and sociological 

approaches, the article is thus identifying salient social structures of Taiwanese elites and opens up new 

prospects for future research. 

 

 

Alice Velková, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Science, Department of Demography and 

Geodemography 

 

The research database of Bohemian elite groups: sources and approaches. 

 

The aim of the presentation is to introduce the main instrument used for gathering the data which will be 

analyzed in the project Social mobility of elites in the Central European regions (1861−1926) and transition 

of imperial experience and structures in nation-states. This database collects not only biographical 

information on Bohemian deputies and higher-ranking state officials, but it also focuses on the reconstruction 

of biological as well as other ties which could help in understanding the relationship networks of members of 

the elite. We consider these networks as a key factor of the social mobility of elites, which may also clarify 

the process of circulation of elites. 

 Attention will be also paid to the sources of the information inputted into the database: parish registers, 

police registration forms, population censuses, press and periodical, etc. The main purpose of the presentation 

is to open the discussion whether Digital Humanities methods enable us to find a universal approach when 

analysing data based on different sources and originated from distinct milieus, as well as to test other ways 

and methods of future cooperation. 

 

 

Klára Hulíková Tesárková, Barbora Janáková Kuprová 

 

Where the past meets the present: the use of modern statistical methods in the analysis of historical data 

 

The paper aims to present and briefly illustrate selected modern methods of quantitative analysis potentially 

suitable for in-depth study of historical (demographic) data. This might be tied to the observed methodological 

development within the historical demography, which could be summarized as a shift (1) from aggregated 

data to individual ones, (2) from rather descriptive analysis to statistical approaches and modeling, and (3) 

from a description of the main trends of summary measures to statistical analysis and testing of the relation 

between the development and potential explanatory factors. All the presented methods were selected based on 

their relatively easy application and usually clear interpretation. This opens their usage also for non-

statisticians working in the field of historical demography. The attention is paid especially to methods which 

can cope with incomplete data, that are quite common in history and historical demography (incomplete 

reproduction histories, migrating persons not covered by records from parish registers from one locality only, 

etc.) – above all the Survival analysis or the Cox regression. However, also the advantages of methods oriented 

more on the analysis of categorical data (bivariate or multinomial logistic regression) will be mentioned. 
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Angela Lumezeanu (Babeș-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Centre for Population Studies) 

Judit Pál, Vlad Popovici (Babeș-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca / Masaryk Institute and Archive of the 

Czech Academy of Sciences) 

 

Accommodating Family Relationships into a Historical EAV Database Model. The Members of the Hungarian 

Parliament Elected in Transylvania (1866-1918) and their Families: Sources, Challenges, Solutions 

 

Our paper explores the process of integrating information concerning relationships, especially family ties, into 

an Entity – Attribute – Value (EAV) historical database model (Historical Data Grinder). The sample we are 

focusing on includes the members of the Hungarian Parliament elected in Transylvania between 1866 and 

1918. Due to their elite status, they are, along with a high number of relatives, frequently mentioned in a 

variety of sources (parish registers, funeral notices, genealogical collections and family monographs, press 

notices of vital events, etc.), some of them not yet digitized. The sources snapshot different (and relatively 

random) moments in time, offering the historian a very mosaicked and seldom coherent image, hence the 

difficulties in employing traditional data gathering and structuring methods.  

We aim at detailing the reasons behind choosing an EAV model (inter allia: the multitude of the 

sources and the diversity of their inner structure, the possibility to add and link further data placing the family 

ties in a broader social context), the main challenges raised by accommodating historical information to the 

respective digital environment, the step by step procedures of data inputting, cleaning, standardization and 

linkage, as well as the process of extracting data in view of analyses. We also intend to highlight the strengths 

and shortcomings of the employed model and database, both as a research tool and an educational one. 
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Franz Adlgasser, born 1963, historian at the Institute for Habsburg and Balkan Studies of the austrian 

Academy of Sciences in Vienna. Primary Primary Fields of Research: Austrian parliamentarianism and civil 

service in the 19th and early 20th centuries; international humanitarian relief after World War I. Editor of the 

Series Studien zur Geschichte der Habsburgermonarchie and co-editor of the minutes of the Austrian 

(Cisleithanian) ministerial council 1867-1918. 

 

 

Julia Bavouzet. Associate member of the CREE (Inalco, Paris), Julia Bavouzet joined the Institut für 

Österreichische Geschichtsforschung in Vienna with an Ernst Mach Grant, where she pursued her research 

on administrative elites in the Habsburg Monarchy. Her dissertation, defended in 2017 at the Paris-Nanterre 

University, focused on the transformations affecting the Hungarian ministerial bureaucracy in the dualist era, 

with specific concern for the relationship between professionalization and bourgeoisification. This work has 

been awarded with the Hungarica PhD Prize and will be published by the Presses Universitaires de Rennes in 

2021.  

 

 

Dr. Táňa Dluhošová is a research fellow at the Oriental Institute (Czech Academy of Sciences) and currently 

director of its Research Center at Academia Sinica. As a visiting professor she acted as the Chair of Taiwan 

Studies at Leiden University from February to June 2020. She studies, among other things, the post-war 

Taiwanese literary scene by applying Digital Humanities methods; censorship; language and ideology; and 

Taiwanese elites. She has published a monograph on Bai Xianyong (2016, in Slovak). Her second book on 

the early post-war literary field in Taiwan will be published in 2020 (in Slovak). She has published in the 

Journal of Asian Studies (2020), Modern Chinese Literature and Culture (2019), the Journal of Current 

Chinese Affairs (2018), the European Journal of East Asian Studies (2020), the Bulletin of Taiwanese 

Literature (Chengchi University, in Chinese, 2015), and the conference proceedings Digital Humanities: 

Between Past, Present, and Future (2016). 

 

 

Cosmin-Ștefan Dogaru (b. 1986) holds a PhD in Political Science (since 2014) and is currently Assistant 

Professor (tenured position) at the Faculty of Political Science at the University of Bucharest. His research 

interests are related to elite formation, networks of power, places of leisure and sociability in modern Romania, 

politics and society in modern Europe; academic writing and research methodology. He published a number 

of articles and studies mostly related to the Romanian two-party system (1866–1914), modern Romanian 

associations (elitist clubs). In 2016, he published a book at the University of Bucharest Publishing House, 

Charles I and the Romanian Two-Party System (1866–1914): History Seen through Political Science Lenses. 

He is a member of the European Political Science Association (EPSA) and of the European Network in 

Universal and Global History (ENIUGH), University of Leipzig. 
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Marius Eppel is a Lecturer at the Faculty of History and Philosophy, Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca 

(Romania). He has a PhD in History (2006) and completed his Habilitation in History in 2015. His research 

areas include: modern history, the history of Transylvania, the history of the Orthodox church, family history, 

religious anthropology, and cultural anthropology. His most relevant publications are: Marius Eppel, Politics 

and Church in Transylvania 1875-1918, Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Bern, Bruxelles, New York, Oxford, 

Wien: Peter Lang Internationaler Verlag der Wissenschaften, 2012; Marius Eppel (co-editor), Intermarriage 

throughout History, Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014; Marius Eppel (co-

author), Voices of the Churches, Voices of the Nationalities. Competing Loyalties in the Upper House of the 

Hungarian Parliament (1867-1918), Berlin: Peter Lang, Internationaler Verlag der Wissenschaften, 2019. 

 

 

Therese Garstenauer, historian and social scientist, is senior research fellow (Elise Richter Programme, 

Austrian Science Fund) at the Department of Economic and Social History, University of Vienna. Currently, 

she is working on her habilitation project dealing with the conduct of life of Austrian Government employees 

from the late Habsburg Empire to the National-Socialist Regime. Among her further research interests are the 

history of work and livelihood, gender history, and the global division of labour in the social sciences and 

humanities. Her recent publications include the articles “The Conduct of Life of Austrian Civilian Government 

Employees in the First Republic”, in: Franz Adlgasser, Fredrik Lindström (Eds.), The Habsburg Civil Service 

and Beyond: Bureaucracy and Civil Servants from the Vormärz to the Inter-War Years, Vienna 2019, 213-

231 and „’Beamtengefühl’: Soziale Funktionen von Emotionen im österreichischen Staatsdienst der 

Zwischenkriegszeit”, in: Administory 3 (2018), and the edited Volume “Hofratsdämmerung – Verwaltung 

und ihr Personal in den Nachfolgestaaten der Habsburgermonarchie 1918 bis 1920” (together with Peter 

Becker, Veronika Helfert et al.). 

 

 

Klára Hulíková Tesárková is demographer and member of the Department of Demography and 

Geodemography, Faculty of Science of Charles University (Czech Republic). Her Master and Bachelor studies 

were focused not only on Demography but also on Statistics and Econometrics (Charles University, the 

University of Economics in Prague).  

 Her research focuses on demographic methodology, analysis, and modelling (focused on historical and 

developing populations and analysis of the process of mortality and aging), and applied demography 

(specializing in education and life insurance). She is the author or co-author of four scientific monographs, 

one demographic software (DeRaS), several book chapters and papers in journals with impact factor, and two 

dozen papers in journals indexed in the Scopus database. She has been the solver or member of research teams 

in five research projects so far. Among others, she participated in the construction of the first cohort mortality 

tables for the Czech population or reconstruction of historical mortality data for the beginnings of the 

demographic revolution. She stands also behind the annual international conferences of Young Demographers. 

 She is an active member of the European Association for Population Studies (Health, Morbidity, and 

Mortality Working Group), Population Association of America, or the Czech Demographic Society.  
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Ovidiu Emil Iudean is a Researcher at the Babeș-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca, specialised in the 

political history of Dualist Hungary, with a focus on elections, the history and prosopography of parliamentary 

elites, and nation-building processes within the Romanian milieu. He has also inquired into the mechanisms 

and effects of elite-building within nation-building processes, such as scholarship foundations or the pursuit 

of particular directions of university studies (law, theology). 

 

 

Barbora Janáková Kuprová (currently on her maternity leave) is in the final stage of her Doctoral study in 

Demography. From the beginning of her Bachelor studies, she is mainly oriented towards historical 

demography and sociology. For several years already, she is also a member of the Department of Demography 

and Geodemography, Faculty of Science of Charles University (Czech Republic), where she reaches her first 

teaching experience. 

 Within the field of historical demography, she has been a member of two research projects so far. 

During the last years, she became the author and co-author of several research papers. She is very well oriented 

in classical approaches to historical demographic analysis, as well as in the modern ones. This is reflected also 

in the focus and issues of her work. 

 Among other activities, she is an important member of the organizational team of the annual 

international conferences of Young Demographers. Moreover, she attended the conferences of the European 

Association for Population Studies or Population Association of America several times, each time as a paper-

giver with topics in the field of historical demography. 

 

 

Angela Lumezeanu is a Junior Researcher at Babeș-Bolyai University, Centre for Population Studies. She 

holds a Ph.D. in History and a MS in Computer Science, and her main field of interest is digital history, with 

a special focus on historical database building. She has been working, during the past years, on numerous 

projects, inter alia: The Historical Database of Transylvania, Historical Data Grinder, Confessional 

Infrastructures in Transylvania and the Digital Framework for the History of the Military Border in 

Transylvania. 

 

 

Leo Marić is an independent researcher. He earned a master’s degree in history at the University of Zagreb 

in 2019 with the thesis “The Ideology of Ustaša Movement and the Social Question”. His research interests 

include the history of sociology, social thought and social policies in 19th and 20th century Croatia, political 

elites, and Yugoslav and Croatian nationalism. 

 

 

Mgr. Tomáš Masař, Ph.D, received his doctoral degree at the Institute of Global History at the Faculty of 

Art at Charles University in year 2016. To his main fields of interests belong nations and national identities 

in Central and Northern Europe in 19th century. He recently published studies “Finské velkoknížectví v 19. 

století, na rozcestí mezi Východem a Západem” (Grand Duchy of Finland in the 19th century, on the crossraod 

between East and West), in: Slovanský přehled – Slovanské historické studie, 3/2018, vol. 104, p. 803–824 or 

“Rukopisy královédvorský a zelenohorský mezi fennomany. Recepce českých Rukopisů ve Finsku v době 

národního probuzení Finů” (The Dvůr Králové and Zelená Hora manuscripts among the fennomans. The 

perception of Czech manuscripts in Finland during the time of national revival of Finns), in: Dobiáš, D. (ed.), 

Rukopisy královédvorský a zelenohorský: Studie z recepce v kultuře a umění, Academia, Praha 2019, ISBN 

978-80-200-2918-8, p. 1419–1435. 
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Stjepan Matković works at the Croatian Institute of History in Zagreb researching the Croatian history of the 

late 19th and early 20th century. Since 2000 he lectures at the Croatian studies of Zagreb University on 

Croatian political thought during the 19th century and he taught at the Faculty of arts of Rijeka University on 

contemporary national history (2008-2012). In 2001 he became a chief editor of the Journal for Contemporary 

History (Časopis za suvremenu povijest). He was also a director of the Croatian Institute of History in the 

period 2007-2010. His research project Mapping the Parliamentary Elections in Croatia, 1848 – 1918 has been 

accepted in 2020 for funding by the Croatian Scientific Foundation (IP-2019-04). 

 

 

Kirill Nazarenko is a Professor in Saint-Petersburg State University (Russia), Institute of History, 

Department of source study on Russian history. He holds the degree of Doctor of History (2010) concerning 

the system of management and personal of the Russian Navy in 1905-1921. He directed projects focusing on 

the prosopography of Russian Naval officers during the First World War and the Russian Revolution. The 

results of these projects are reflected in the database Naval officers (Офицерыфлота.рф http://xn--

80ajinmdmsmdt6d.xn--p1ai/Men). His main fields of interest are Maritime history,  Source study, Military 

history, History of uniform, History of fortification, Cultural history, Manuscript studies. K. Nazarenko is the 

author of more than 100 published works, including 10 monographs. 

 

 

Judit Pál PhD, Dr habil. is a Historian, professor at Babes-Bolyai University of Cluj (Romania), Faculty of 

History and Philosophy. She specializes in the history of 18th and 19th century Transylvania, in urban history, 

parliamenteray history, social history (history of administrative and political elites), and in the history of 

Armenians. Among her latest published monographs and volumes are: András Vári, Judit Pál, Stefan 

Brakensiek, Herrschaft an der Gränze. Mikrogeschichte der Macht im östlichen Ungarn im 18. Jahrhundert. 

Köln – Weimar – Wien, Böhlau, 2014. (Adelswelten, 2.); A Habsburg Monarchia története, 1526−1848 

(History of Habsburg Monarchy, 1526−1848), Kolozsvár/Cluj, Mega, 2014; Elites and Politics in Central and 

Eastern Europe (1848−1918) (with Vlad Popovici). Frankfurt am Main etc., Peter Lang, 2014; Parliamentary 

Elections in Eastern Hungary and Transylvania (1865−1918) (with Vlad Popovici, Andrea Fehér, and Ovidiu 

Emil Iudean) Berlin, Peter Lang, 2018; Elitenforschung in der Geschichte des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts. 

Erfahrungen und methodisch-theoretische Inspirationen (with Lukáš Fasora, Ewald Hiebl, and Petr Popelka), 

Münster, LiT Verlag, 2019. As a director, she led the research grant: The Political Elite from Transylvania 

(2011−2016), and Change and continuity: the public administration and the civil servants’ corps from 

Transylvania before and after the First World War (2017−2019). She is member of the editorial board of the 

historical journals: Századok (Budapest), Urbs. Magyar Várostörténeti Évkönyv (Budapest), Historia Urbana 

(Romania), and Central European Papers (Opava, Czech Republic). 
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Dobrinka Parusheva, PhD (History), is Associate Professor of Theory and history of culture at the 

Department of Ethnology, Faculty of Philosophy and History, University of Plovdiv and Associate Professor 

at the Institute of Balkan Studies, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia. She has widely published in the 

field of the Balkan history at the end of the 19th and early 20th century. Her academic interests are in the areas 

of social history (social history of politics inclusive), political elites and political culture, and history and 

anthropology of everyday life; the topics of culture and caricature ad well as all sorts of visual representations 

should be added in the recent years. Her publications include, for example: Governmental Elite of Romania 

and Bulgaria during the Second Half of the 19th and early 20th Century. Social History. Sofia 2008 (a 

monograph in Bulgarian); The Web of Power and Power of the Webs: Political Elites in Romania and Bulgaria 

in the Late Nineteenth Century and Their Networks, in Nathalie Clayer and Tassos Anastassiadis (eds.), 

Society and Politics in South-Eastern Europe during the Nineteenth century, Alpha Bank Historical Archives, 

Athens 2011, 141-176; Bulgarians Gazing at the Balkans: Neighboring People in Bulgarian Political 

Caricature at the Beginning of the Twentieth Century, in D. Demski, Il. Sz. Kristof and K. Baraniecka-

Olszewska (eds), Competing Eyes: Visual Encounters with Alterity in Central and Eastern Europe, 

L'Harmattan, Budapest 2013, 418-437; Uprisings, Revolutions and Wars: Visual Representations in Bulgarian 

Illustrated Press at the End of the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century. In: Stamatopoulos, D. (ed.) 

European Revolutions and the Ottoman Balkans: Nationalism, Violence and Empire in the Long Nineteenth-

Century. London-New York: I.B. Tauris 2019, 149-181.   

 

 

Vlad Popovici is Lecturer at Babeș-Bolyai University, Faculty of History and Philosophy. He holds a Ph.D. 

in History, on the topic of the Romanian political press in Transylvania during the late 19th century and his 

main fields of interest are social history and digital history, with a special focus on elites and upper-mid classes 

in 19th century Transylvania and Hungary. He directed and took part in projects focusing on the prosopography 

of political elites, group dynamics and the interaction between officers and civil society. Together with A. 

Lumezeanu he developed two databases dedicated to the social history of Transylvania and Hungary from late 

18th to early 20th century (Historical Data Grinder and Digital Framework for the History of the Military 

Border in Transylvania). 

 

 

Sorin Radu is Professor and Rector of the “Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu (Romania). He is a convenor 

for Romania at the International Commission for the History of Representative and Parliamentary 

Institutions and member of European Information and Research Network on Parliamentary History. Also, he 

is chief editor of the journal “Studia Universitatis Cibiniensis. Series Historica”, and member of the 

Editorial Boards of “Komunizm.net.pl” (Poland), and “Parliaments, Estates and Representation” (UK). His 

fields of research contain Romanian and East European history in the 19th and 20th centuries, history of the 

political parties, political culture and modernisation in modern and contemporary Eastern Europe. Some 

publications: Politics and Peasants in Interwar Romania: Perceptions, Mentalities, Propaganda, Cambridge 

Scholars Publishing, Newcastle upon Tyne, 2017 (co-editor with Oliver Jens Schmitt); The Countryside and 

Communism in Eastern Europe: Perceptions, Attitudes, Propaganda, LIT Verlag, Mainzer Beiträge zur 

Geschichte Osteuropas herausgegeben, Band 8, Wien, Zürich, Münster, 2016 (co-editor with Cosmin 

Budeancă); Parliamentarism and Political Structures in East-Central and Southeastern Europe in the 

Interwar Period (co-editor with Hans-Christian Maner), Sibiu, 2012. 
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Stefano Santoro, Ph.D., is a researcher (with national scientific qualification as an associate professor) in the 

History of Eastern Europe at the University of Trieste. He published several articles in Italian and international 

journals as well as chapters in collective volumes especially concerning cultural diplomacy and fascist 

propaganda towards Eastern Europe, Italian Communist Party relations with “real socialism” countries and 

Romanian nationalism between the 19th and the 20th centuries. He also published the volumes L’Italia e 

l’Europa orientale. Diplomazia culturale e propaganda 1918-1943, FrancoAngeli, Milan 2005; Dall’Impero 

asburgico alla Grande Romania. Il nazionalismo romeno di Transilvania fra Ottocento e Novecento, 

FrancoAngeli, Milan 2014; Clio nei socialismi reali. Il mestiere di storico nei regimi comunisti dell’Europa 

orientale, Unicopli, Milan 2020 (edited with F. Zavatti). 

 

 

Mag. Matthias Schlögl (male), is research associate at the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and 

Cultural Heritage at the Austrian Academy of Sciences. Currently he is working on the technical 

implementation of the project “Mapping historical networks: Building the new Austrian Prosopographical | 

Biographical Information System” (APIS). His research focuses on applying computer aided methods such as 

Natural Language Processing (NLP), data modeling/scraping/mining etc. on prosopographical and 

biographical data. He was engaged in several international (including the FP7 project ALICE RAP) and 

national research projects at the University of Bath (UK), the University Aarhus (DK), the Social Science 

Research Center Berlin (GER), and the Commission for Development Research (AT). ORCID: 

http://orcid.org/0000-0003-1451-0987 

 

 

Karin Schneider is archivist at the Austrian Parliament. Until 2019 she was research associate at the Institute 

for Modern and Contemporary Historical Research at the Austrian Academy for Sciences with a focus on 

Austrian History in the first decades of the nineteenth century. She is the head of the project “The Congresses 

of Troppau and Laibach 1820/21” (funded by the Austrian Science Fund FWF) and has published several 

works about the Congress of Vienna and MPs of the Habsburg Monarchy. 

 

 

Ana Victoria Sima is an Associate Professor of Modern History at Babeș-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, 

Romania Her research areas include: Modern history, Transylvania’s history, Church history, the Holy See’s 

relations with the Oriental Catholic Churches, the history of World War I. She is the author, among others, of 

the book Affirming Identity. The Romanian Greek-Catholic Church at the Time of the First Vatican Council, 

Milano, Vita e Pensiero, 2013; Persuading Minds. Propaganda and Mobilisation in Transylvania during World 

War I, eds by Ana Victoria Sima & Teodora-Alexandra Mihalache, Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Bern, 

Bruxelles, New York, Oxford, Wien: Peter Lang Internationaler Verlag der Wissenschaften, Peter Lang, 2018;  

“Being Wife and Husband during World War I A Transylvanian Cultural Perspective,” in Transylvanian 

Review, vol. 25, no 4, 2016, pp 16–27; “The propaganda messages disseminated through Transylvanian 

ecclesiastical channels during World War I,” in Nouvelles etudes d’Histoire, vol 13, București, Editura 

Academiei Române, 2015, pp 141–152 [with Diana Covaci]. 
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Andrei Florin Sora, PhD, is Associate Professor at the University of Bucharest (Faculty of History). His 

research interests include: political, military and administrative elites in 19th and 20th centuries, the history 

of the Romanian civil service, history of higher education. His dissertation (Servir l’État roumain. Le corps 

préfectoral, 1866-1940) was published in 2011 by Bucharest University Press. Recently, together with Marius 

Diaconescu he has coordinated a scholarly edition (eight volumes) dedicated to the creation of Greater 

Romania after World War I (Ziarele românești despre Unirea Basarabiei, Bucovinei și Transilvaniei, 

Bucharest, Ars Historica, 2018), and with Bogdan Murgescu he has coordinated the volume România Mare 

votează. Alegerile parlamentare din 1919 „la firul ierbii” [Greater Romania votes. The 1919 Parliamentary 

Elections at „Grassroots Level”] (Iaşi, Polirom, 2019). 

 

 

Alice Velková is Associate Professor at the Department of Demography and Geodemography of the Faculty 

of Science (Charles University Prague). She focuses on the research of historical families, social mobility 

between 1800 and 1930 and criminality in the 19th century. She is the author or co-author of six monographs 

and numerous studies. She has participated in seven projects as the main investigator or member of a team – 

the international project Social Structures in Bohemia in the 16th till 19th centuries has been awarded the 

Mitteleuropapreis (Anton-Gindely-Preis); currently (2020−2024) she is the main investigator of the 

international project Social mobility of elites in the Central European regions (1861−1926) and transition of 

imperial experience and structures in nation-states. She is the editor in chief of ‘Historická demografie’ 

journal, member of the board of Czech Demographic Society, member of the editorial board of ‘Romanian 

Journal of Population Studies’ and member of the ‘International Commission for Historical Demography’. 

 

 

Katya Vladimirov is a Professor of History at Kennesaw State University (Atlanta, Georgia, US). Her 

education includes: PhD in History (Georgetown University), MA in History (George Mason University), BA 

and MA in History (State Academy of Humanities). Her research interests include the history of elites and 

power structures based on quantitative analysis. Her publications include the books: Artist of Terror: Grigorii 

Gershuni and His Memoirs From the Recent Past and World of Provincial Bureaucracy, Russian Poland, 1801-

1905 and more than 30 articles such as  “General Nicolae Rădescu: New Sources, New Perspectives, 1940s–

1950s”, “Purges and Forced Retirements of Soviet Party Elites as Power Tools of Social Mobility,” “Red 

East”: Soviet Central Asia in the 1920s,” “Dead Men Walking: Soviet Elite Cemeteries and Social Control,” 

“The Art of the Arcane: The Generational Conflicts at the Plenum of 1957” and others.  She is currently in 

the process of working books We, the people: Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 

1917-1990 and Soviets adventures in the 1920s: Death to Banality.   

 

 

Igor Vranić, PhD is Expert associate at Zagreb University Archives. He earned a PhD in history at the 

European University Institute in Florence in 2019 with the dissertation “Izidor Kršnjavi: A Sketch of an 

Intellectual at the Turn of the Twentieth Century”. His research interest is history of the late Habsburg 

Monarchy with special emphasis on political use of humanities.  

 

 

 

 


